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Slrafei^ -'"i 5-v^aive requests

ACCESS ACTION AGENDA
0 Do your homework

0 Write effective letters
0 "Get to yes" through principled negotiation

0 Apply hard tactics if necessary

You know what record you want, who has it and the law that says it spublic. Now it's time to go get it.
You should be able to call or walk into an agency and just ask to see

the documents, and often you can. Ask and you shall receive. But some¬

times it isn't that easy. Sometimes how you request the information will

determine whether you get it, or at least whether you get it m a timely

fashion. It shouldn't be that way, but that is reality.
This chapter provides practical tips for effective public records

requests, including preparatory steps, comparison of good and bad

request letters and practical psychological strategies for dealing with your

fellow humans.

Do your homework

It pays to do a lot of work before asking for a document. It will save

you—and the agency—time in the end. We suggest you walk through a

series of steps in preparation of your request (see Figure 5.1).
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Get the name of the record and location

Your first task is to find out exactly what record you need, who has it and

where the record is kept. A specific request is a good request. That

requires reconnaissance.
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Eric Nalder, senior enterprise reporter for Hearst Newspapers, tries to

talk to government employees before requesting records so he knows

exactly what to ask for, even on quick-hit stories. For example, in 1999 he

got a tip that Washington state's ferries didn't have enough lifeboats to

handle all their passengers. Only one in seven people could get in a life¬

boat if a ferry sank—the rest likely would drown. An employee said the

state keeps records showing lifeboat capacity.
"He said they're at headquarters," Nalder said. He continued:

1 asked where at headquarters, and he said in the general man¬

ager's office. I asked where in the office and he said in a gray

file cabinet next to his desk. I asked which drawer—he said

the top one. I asked where in the drawer and he said he

thought it was toward the front. When I called the public

information officer I asked for the records and she said she

would check around and get back to me. I said, "Don't worry,

the certificates of inspection are in a gray cabinet in the gen¬

eral manager's office in the top drawer near the front, and I'll

come down and pick them up." I picked them up at 2 p.m. that

day.

Ask verbally first

Once you've identified what you want and know where to get it, simply

ask for the records politely, preferably in person. Avoid e-mail or the

phone unless you absolutely can't. It's much easier to deny someone via

e-mail than in person. It's about people skills. "You can't just walk into a

building and tout freedom of the press," said Marley Shebala, a longtime

reporter for the Navajo Times. "It's just not going to work. You have to

develop relationships."
Shebala has been a tribal journalist for more than two decades. As

sovereign nations, tribal governments are not subject to state or federal

public records laws.1 She can't rely on the law, so she has to use people

skills. For reporters covering nontribal governments, the same skills

apply.
"If you know the clerk you can get records," she said. In the Navajo

Nation, police records are mostly public—at least the ones the officers
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hand you the records on the spot. If not, you might have to move to the

next step—a written request.

Write effective letters

Sometimes you'll ask for a public record verbally.and you'll get the

records immediately, but sometimes you'll be ignored or get the run-

around, even when a verbal request legally constitutes a public records

request in some states. If your verbal requests are ignored, or if the agen¬

cy's policies require a written request, then it's time to submit a formal

public records request.
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Two organizations, the Student Press Law Center and the Reporters

Committee for Freedom of the Press, provide nifty letter generators

online, tailored to your particular state (see Figures 5.3 and 5.4 on pages

95 and 96). Simply go online and enter basic information into the boxes,

such as the agency address, what you want, how much you're willing to

pay in copies, and your name and address. Choose your state and click a

button. Up pops a formal letter ready for you to copy and paste into a

Word file.
Also, other suggested templates for request letters are provided by

a variety of organizations, including state press associations, coahtions

for open government, state attorney general offices and Society of Profes¬

sional Journalists chapters. Most of the letters share similar elements that

should be a part of every letter:
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* Address it to a specific person that you know will be handling the

requesi. Don t address it broadly, like "Peoria Police Department" or
"City of Peoria."

Be as specific as you can regarding what you want, naming -the
records, how far back you want them to go and the format in which

you would like them (paper, electronic, etc.). You might explain

diuerent options for providing the records (mail, e-mail, pick up,
CD, etc.).

* Cite the relevant public records statute.

® Address whether you want to just see the records (usually free) or

want copies. If you want copies, designate how much you are willing

10 pay; ir the agency says it will cost more than that amount, ask it to
contact you before making the copies.

Note the statutory deadline for responding to the request, or politely
give a deadline for when you would like the records.

* Ask for expedited review or copy fee waivers because you are

working m die public interest. This is allowed under federal POIA,
and similar provisions are allowed in some state laws.

* Note that denial or redactions should be justified by a statutory
exemption in writing.

* Provide intact information, such as an e-mail address or phone

number, and oner to assist or answer questions.

* Some PeoPle add relevant case law, an attorney general opinion or
other legal support for making the records public.

* ^°me People use ihe terms "any and all" or "included but not limited

to" to make sure they get everythmg. They then can narrow the

request from there. Avoid making it too vague, though, or it might
be unwieldy and open itself up for denial.

Choose your tone

You'll want to choose your tone for your letter, depending on the existing

working relationship you have with the agency, what type of agency

you re dealing with and how hostile the agency reacts to your initial ver¬
bal request.

We have seen three different tones of letters: friendly, threatening and
neutral (see Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 on pages 94-96). When we ask
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This

Sept. 2, 2010

Cactus School Distiict

450 West 6th St.

Prickly, AZ 85364

RE: Public records request

To whom it may concern;

some public records regar nB sup for the district superintendent, mclud-

am writing to " C0Py 0f might receive. Aho. if J<«

ir.. pay ami "V """I™ tbj]i" coach, 01 several head coachei. 1 would lifc a

»d ««.». ,h™ <ha,
able electronically and would be mo-e

"ff I™ « r^d^.tfp-r.he'teiea. pleace do no. hesiu.e .o let

„ know (email is the fastest way to read me).

Thanks again for youx help!

Sincerely,

John Jones
1212 Main St.
Needles, AZ 85745
520-555-1111



RE: Public records request

To whom it may concem:

Pursuant to the state open records law, Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. Sees. 39-121 to
39-126, I write to request access to and a copy of the contract for the district
superintendent, including pay and any other compensation he or she might
receive. Also, if your district has a paid high school head football coach, or sev¬
eral head coaches, I would like a copy of that person (or persons') contract,
including pay and any other compensation they receive for their duties.

If your agency does not maintain these public records, please let me knovv
who does and include the proper custodian's name and address.

I agree to pay any reasonable copying and postage rees of not more than
$5. If the cost would be greater than this amount, please notify me. Please pro¬
vide a receipt indicating the charges for each document.

I would request your response within ten (10) business days.
If you choose to deny this request, please provide a written explanation

for the denial including a reference to the specific statutory exemption(s) upon
which you rely. Also, please provide all segregable portions of otherwise exempt

material.
Please be advised that I am prepared to pursue whatever legal remedy neces¬

sary to obtain access to the requested records. I would note that willful violation
of the open records law can result in the award of legal costs, including damages
and reasonable attorney fees. See Ariz. Rev. Stat. Sec. 39-121.02.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

John Jones
1212 Main St.
Needles, AZ 85745
520-555-1111
[e-mail address]



med on the Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press online
viable at www.rcfp.org/foialetter/index-.php.

1 District
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scords request

may concern:

¦ to the state open records act, I request access to and copies of ne

the district superintendent, including pay and any other compens^
he might receive. Also, if your district has a paid high schoolhead
!dl or several head coaches, I would like a copy of that person (or
mtract, including pay and any other compensation they receive .or

o pay reasonable duphcation fees for the processing of this request

Mueslis denied in whole or part, I ask that you justify ah deleaons by
> specific exemptions of the act.

'ou for your assistance.

Sincerely,

John Jones
1212 Main St.
Needles, AZ 85745
520-555-1111

[e-mail address]



response—74 percent instead of 50 percent tor me irienuiy auu

letters The threatening letter also resulted m lower copy costs and iaster

turnaround. And agencies that got the threatening letter weren l rude or

Titling on here? When looking closer at the data we noticed
that a large chunk of the responses to the threatening letter came horn

attorneys and top officials. In other words, when clerks received

threatening letter they tended to automatically forward n to the power

that be. The attorneys would look at it and see thai i e in 01^aL- "
needed to be released, so it was released. Clerks who got the friendly let¬

ter tended not to take it seriously and were more likely to blow it o
The lesson here is that it pays to highlight the law as a reminder hat

you are serious. You may or may not want to threaten litigation,
authoritative letter certainly gets the job done m many cases. ^

Results may vary, and not every situation is the same, your

in cold without a verbal request, a nonthreatening letter might be the w y

to go, and then work up from there. If you ve had difficult times with

agency before and you know that only a club works, then bring ou

club and remind the agency of penalties for noncomphance. Threa

sue if you are prepared to do so and you think it is necessary, e
smaller, more rural agencies tend to prefer a more friendly tone, dthoug

sometimes they are so busy and overworked they migh ignore he letter

anyway. Federal agencies are accustomed to the legalistic letter .

point is to give the letter a little thought and then send it
up to make sure the agency received it. Answer questions if they are

unclear about what you are looking for. Now its time to work with the

agency, person to person.
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4. Allow officials to vent, and don't react to outbursts,

5. Listen first, then repeat what you heard. That shows that you are

listening and open to their concerns. Acknowledge their interests:

"1 understand you don't want to let personal information get out.

I don't either. Let's figure out a way to redact that information so

we don't let anything out that shouldn't be released."

6. Use "I" statements, not "You" statements. For example, say, '7 think

these records will be or interest to your constituents, ratner than

"You need to give these out because your constituents will appreci¬

ate it."

7. Try to talk with people informally side by side, rather tnan face to

face. Avoid talking to a clerk on one side of the counter with you

directly facing from the other side. The physical configuration sets

up subconscious psychological opposition.
8. Ultimately, be hard on the problem but soft on the people. Don't

blame. Listen with respect, express appreciation. Be firm but open.

Use negotiation jujitsu

If officials play hardball and won't cooperate with your request, start a

new game. If they attack, sidestep and deflect against tne problem. Bend,

like the flexible willow; don't break like the rigid oak. Here are some

simple negotiating tips:

1. As you make your request, invite criticism and advice. Maybe a

clerk will say the information won't be helpful to you. In that case,

don't say, "I'll be the judge of that. Just hand it over, please." Instead,

say, "I am interested in what you are saying. Why won't it be help¬

ful? Are there other records that would be better to see?

2. Use questions instead of statements. Statements of fact are threat¬

ening: "The law says you need to provide the information. Ask

questions instead: "Can you show me where in the law it says that

information is secret? I'm sorry, I must have missed it—which sub¬

jection wo'-iic thai, be?"
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to "manipulate" people as if they are lab rats or consumers. Some of these

principles are touted in books on "covert persuasion " the goal or triaung
people without them knowing. Trickery is unethical m journalism.

The idea is to realize that the act of requesting records involves human

interaction, where decisions are often arbitrary despite the law. Every day
we act certain ways around others to get them to-do stuff for us, even if

it is just smiling and exchanging pleasantries. Is saying "Hi, how are you

doing?" trickery? No. We say that because we want people to treat us well,

not spit on us. That is the same idea here. We must understand the

human elements of interaction between requester and custodian.

Below, we adapted Cialdmi's weapons of influence and other princi¬

ples of social psychology for getting public records. Always be honest,

always be forthcoming and never lie. Wield these principles ethically 101

the public's good.

Reactance

The idea behind reactance theory is people will resist being rorced into a

decision. Research shows that if you push people to act a certain way they

will resist and act the opposite—that's where we get the concept of

reverse psychology. r
If you tell a custodian that he or she must do what you say and mlfiii

your request, then their natural reaction will be to resist. Avoid telling tne

person that he or she is wrong and boxing them into a have-to situation.
Affirm the other person's view. First acknowledge the person s concern or

position, then explain yours. This is consistent with principled negotia¬

tion jujitsu, but sometimes you have to be more overt and calculated

about it.

Reciprocation

When you give something to someone, that person feels obliged to recip¬

rocate, often beyond the value of what you gave. That's why businesses

offer free samples.
Now, we don't advocate that journalists buy off government officials,

c c-'en impiv quid pro quo. Wc do, however, see how this psychological

technique can be applied etrically.
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For example, a reciprocation-based technique is the "rejection-then-

retreat" tactic: Ask for a lot, and then cut it in half. "Can I see all docu¬

ments you have regarding the budget for the past 20 years?" The clerk's

jaw drops, thinking about the amount of time that is going to take. "OK,''

you say. "How about starting with just the expense reports for the past

five years?" You are giving up something, so the clerk feels compelled to

reciprocate by saying "yes."
In using this technique, we suggest you don't arbitrarily choose a huge

amount of records just to be manipulative. As -we've mentioned before,

the best records requests are those that are specific and focused. If you

ask for a large amount of information, perhaps to legitimately examine a

broad issue, you should actually want to see all those budget records for

the past 20 years. That can demonstrate trends. Also, it might be very easy

for the agency to provide that material—stored electronically in Excel

files that can be copied and pasted to an e-mail in an hour. It s just that

you are prepared to accept less, and know that less will serve what you

need if the agency is unable to provide you with your heart s desire. If you

start big and give something up the gesture is appreciated and the person

might be more likely to help you out.
Another apphcation of the reciprocation principle is to offer to help

the custodian as much as possible with the request. Volunteer to help

make photocopies, or bring your own photocopy machine. While the
custodian might not take you up on it, the good-faith gesture will be

appreciated; he or she might even reciprocate by going beyond the mini¬

mum legal requirements to help you out.

Commitment and consistency

Once people commit to something, they try to stick with it. Psychologists

find that people have a difficult time acting inconsistently. This is the

opposite of the "rejection-then-retreat" technique: Once someone has

agreed to a small request, get a commitment for something bigger. Once

they say "yes" it is more difficult for them to say "no."

Retail sales people use this technique all the time asking the simple

question, "How are you today?" Most people automatically respond by

acknowledging the question and affirming the person: "I'm great, thanks,
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ever, if they don't fed great- Once a person has gone along with one

request it is more difficult to say "no" to the next question.
Here's how it might apply to records: "Could I see what a po ice rq .

looks like?~ Great. Can I see „ha, a case file looks lite? Thanks!

what does it look like m your computer system? Nifty. Any
el-ctroni- copy of reports in Excel for the past year? Shoot, n

appears you have aU the dara for the past 10 years. How abom copymg

th toother use of the commitment principle is to discuss with tne cusvo-

dian the terms of the request and finish with, "Do we ha.e ™ fP

mentt" or "Does this sound like something that wiL wore roi you.
TgSd upon it is more difficult psychologically for a person to reverse a

^oTffDeil, City Hall reporter for the Arizona Daily Star uses this

q°e a oJhis beat. He routinely asks the city of Tucson for
records, and officials get used to being asked. When he is working on

Headline he gets what he needs quickly, without mucn hass .
r'amrie he requested e-mails among high-ranking officials and tney

;r2tu, each one and gave it to him. "It's impossible to look through
1 900 sheets of paper to find what you are looking for he said h.

Wed with them and eventually go. them to provrde e-maison
CD "Then they told me that they don't have to do that every am.,

Wot them do it the next five times.'' Then a controversy erupred

where he knew he would need to see e-mails. "1 tola them ti.ai -h.y
should be able to provide them on a CD since they had done that previ¬

ously. If I wouldn't have done that I wouldn't have gotten the e-mails ,n

3 '^ffMsaid, if you routinely request records about less threaten¬

ing information, the agency will get used to you'

you put in a request for something controversial. They 11 be used y
and say, 'Oh, it's just another records request from this guy.

Social proof
People are social animals who like to run with the pack. Peer pressure

works "Boy, all the other towns in the county provide this mformation.

lender ly it isn't open here?" Put together a list of agencies m your
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state or in the country that provide the information. What official wants

to appear abnormal or deviant?
The principle of social proof is most effective when people are uncer¬

tain, so if they are not sure whether the information should be open they

will often follow what other officials do.
Another example of social proof is playing up the patriotic duty 01

open government and the importance of the information to the commu¬

nity. Convey the idea that it's their duty as Americans to keep government

open and free, and that their neighbors will appreciate their erforts.

Building on this thought, it is crucial during the request process for

journalists to convey that the information is of interest to the whole com¬

munity, not just the one reporter. It's easy for a custodian to say no 10

one annoying reporter; it's more difficult to say no to the 300,000

people living in the community. Talk about how city residents will appre¬

ciate seeing the information in the newspaper or online. Make it clear

that if they say no you will put that in your story, and the agency will have

to answer to its constituents, not one media organization.

Liking
As much as we hate to admit it, people often make decisions based on

how a requester looks. We see this time and time again in access audits,

where records are denied to some requesters because they look "shady or

"disheveled." Appearing sneaky raises suspicions and increases denials.

Therefore, dress and act like your sources. Talk about similar interests.

Research indicates that when people perceive similarities with others,

such as the same birthday, they are more likely to approve of them.

Offer sincere compliments. Disassociate yourself from people per¬

ceived to use information irresponsibly (e.g., spammers, tabloids or

identity thieves).
Some psychologists suggest that you go to lunch with someone and

have a pleasant, nonthreatening conversation so that the person associ¬

ates good things with you. They call this "classical conditioning" (remem¬

ber Pavlov's experiments?). Pick a nice restaurant that the person likes,

and pay separately to avoid a conflict of interest. Psychologically, the

person will associate good things (e.g., cheeseburger) with you, rather

than bad things (e.g., photocopying records).
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Again, we don't want to perceive people as lab rats to be manipulated.

It's just one of those functions of human interaction. Journalists, busi¬

ness associates and others do this routinely because they find it works

people will talk to them more. But we doubt they head out of the office

saying they have to do some classical conditioning. We just don't usually

consciously think of it in those terms. If you go to lunch often enough

with custodians, then every time you approach the counter the clerks vvili

start to salivate, as will you!

Advertisers play on fear by saying their sales are available for a limited

time only." Likewise, make your request urgent and officials response

time limited: "I don't have time to wait until next week for you to check

with the city attorney on this. My deadline is in six hours. I'm going to

have to write a story for tomorrow morning's paper explaining that your

agency is being secretive. And darn it, I would hate for you to look like

you are hiding something when I know you aren't."
These techniques might not work every time, but like any reporting

tool, they can improve your odds of getting the information you need,

when you need it. Of course, use this only if you truly are on deadline and

in a hurry. The custodians deserve to know that, as well as what might

show up in the next day's paper.

Scarcity



Tto^aulhority. Have the request letter co-signed fcy me eat-

tor in chief or publisher. Government such as the attorney genera!,

Cai"iSin. to the actual statnte numbers of the public «cort.hw «

FOLa" conveys authority, increasing compliance with pu ic lc^-r

request lettos. Writing 'public p^ecords p,equest" on the top of your letter

dljT!«h tefounTthat authority symbols, such « cloAmg,

open to buying a company Porsche m the i.ame o,

Choosing soft vs. hard ^

HOW, let's say you were pleasant ^ ^

:Setn;"rn(aryrr soft ^ ^ ^
SSlmethmg you'E have to fi^re out through, pracuce, and
„ depends on the ideais of

We believe it's important to first apply the Gett doesn>t

principled negotiato^ that meet
mean coddling or backing down, but rattier nnamg
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Grmfeld suggests people avrnd the hard ranks if they can because they

'ef ";: m'strast B°t 'f principled negotiation doesn't work, then
journalists hare an obligation to acquire the information for the public

I m not against hard tactics, but it's a last-ditch effort," he says. -If they

use haid tactics on you then you use them. You don't haye to get mad

lust move step by step. The natural thing is to flip someone off, but you

- a/e .o work at it. Manage your emotions, and move forward with
greater resolve.

PsychologKal research indicates that authority wins oyer liking, so if

- e liking dcesn t work it might be time to break out the big stick. If you

cam afford to sue, then you might have to apply m„re heavy-handed

M t0'TmCe Custodians lt's in th»' best interest to follow the law
dike McGraw, special projects reporter at The Kansas City Star, says

Ha^h" M'"r w-irmalf mUS, f"™' an ^ into submission.
Harsh. Maybe. Will custodians cringe at the suggestion? Sure. But some-

imes, with those few officials who knowingly violate the spirit and letter
of the law, it's the only option.

For example, McGraw had asked a public university-one that was
across the country-for a document that outlined how much funding

was provided to women's and men's sports, showing favoritism toward

men s sports. The university could have mailed it, and McGraw was wffl-

itlXh TT BUt 40 UniVerSity ^ ^1118 re(luest because
might have made the university look bad, so officials told him he would
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public records request. For that, m the next chapter we wdl calk
how to deal with denials.

Exercises and ideas for journalists, newsrooms and classrooms to improve

your skills and foster FOI in your community.

1. Create letter templates

Go to the Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press (RCFP) on|ine

letter generator (www.rcfp.org/foialetter/mdex.php) and the Studen

Press Law Center letter generator (ww.splc org'fo:STcFpte™ te
different versions of public records request letters. At the RC

create a federal FOIA letter and a separate state public records reques
letter Copy and paste the letters into Word files and keep them handy

for when you might need them, along with your own tailor-made

based on the letters drscnssed in tins chapter. Figure ^aMone^
lite best and then set aside mo separate letters-one for federal

requests and one for state/local requests. Photocopy the forms and carry

them with you to fill out on assignment at meetings 01 at agency o

Make them available to your classmates or co-workers.
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2. Build a re

When you are on the beat covering agencies and you are in a document

state of mind, you will begin to request records on the fly—when a source

at City Hall mentions a report, or a school board member refers to an

audit during a board meeting. In those cases you need to be ready to

submit a public records request immediately Prepare a packet to have

with you at all times, or at least while you're at government agencies and

meetings. Put the following items in a folder to bring with you:

0 Blank public records request forms. If an agency you cover has its

own forms it prefers people to fill out, bring copies of those forms.

0 Thumb drive or flash drive, and a blank CD. So a clerk can transfer
electronic files for you.

0 Camera or portable handheld scanner. To capture images of

documents at the agency rather than paying for copies.

0 Copy of your state puolic records law. Go to www.rcfp.org/ogg

and click on your state. On the left is a link to your state statute.

Copy it to a Word file and reduce the font, then print it out.

0 Summary of supportive case law. In that RCFP guide at www.rcfp.

org/ogg you'll find explanations by an attorney about each element

of the law and case law supporting openness. Create a one-page sheet

of paper that lists key elements and the cases that support openness.

For example, maybe a court case in your state ruled that electronic

records are subject to the public records law. Be able to cite the case.

3. Learn how to understand others

Hone your people skills by checking out books that will improve your

ability to work out disputes with others. These skills can help you in your

working and personal relationships as well. Take notes as you read them

and boil down the tips for your co-workers or fellow students. Here are
some good books to read:

0 Babcock, Linda, and Sara Laschever. Women Don't Ask: The High

Cost of Avoiding Negotiation—and Positive Strategies for Change.
New York: Bantam, 2007.

0 Cialdini, Robert B. Influence: Science and Practice. Needham Heights,
Mass.: Allyn and Bacon, 2001.
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M Autnonty. Alt week go to class or work wearing nice clothes—more

rormal tnan the siiuaiion calls for. Note how people treat you. The

next week wear grubby clothes—less formal than the situation calls
for. Note how people treat you then.

0 Reactance, One day tell your friend what to do: "You need to drive

me to the mini-mart for a soda. A week later, try the same task, but

pnrased differently: I guess I don't have a way to get to the mini-

mart for a soda today . . . hmmm. 1 wonder how I can get there?"

See how your friend responds. Discuss it with your friend.

0 l iking. For one week make an effort to smile and give people

sincere compliments. Note how they respond and treat you.

Then in anotner week make an erfort not to smile and not give

compliments. Any difference in how you are treated?

Ihink or otner ways to test these psychological principles. Take good

notes, and then tell the other person what you did so you can both learn.

If anything, this will arm you with the knowledge to defend yourself from

marketers, advertisers and manipulative acquaintances who may try to use

tnese tactics on you. These aren t guaranteed to work every time—humans

are not machines. But see if they tend to work most of the time. Above all,
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daral ?ZiA teuzi genej-sroi wwwrcfo.org/fciaieaer/inccx.pnp

Use this site by the Repcrfe;s Commirtee for freedom cf the Press

to create a s.rnp'e fe&erar rCLn reqjest letter onime. it's simole and
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